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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The UK is considered to be the largest European market for board portal solutions,
supported by the potential for significant growth. Oxford and Manchester are considered to
be among the top locations for investors who are interested in investing in SaaS businesses.
Although a large number of companies are still reliant on paper-based solutions for their
boardroom meetings, provided the knowledge and training, the UK’s companies are
willing to adopt more technologically advanced solutions.
Amongst some of the concerns, the UK businesses expressed with the modern ways of
conducting boardroom meetings (board portals) are the compliance, data privacy,
cybersecurity as well as the compatibility to other devices.
Some of the factors influencing the UK’s Agile landscape, advancements in technological
innovations, the rapid change in business environments, emersion of steep prices and
unused workspace, the retiring baby boomer generation as well as the job-hunting
millennials.
In terms of the legal requirements to operate a SaaS business in the UK, the general
regulations involve in greater lengths the compliance of the software providers’ website to
various terms and conditions under which SaaS services/products can be provided to UK
customers.
Associations and Events represent a proper source for support, knowledge, networking and
business opportunities in the UK for X. Some of the shortlisted include BASDA, The
Meetings Industry Association, Cloud Industry Forum, and events like Connect, ICSC
RECon, and CIML amongst others.
Regarding UK’s target market, more specifically, the type of meetings which take place in
UK companies, the Internal Team Meeting and Training type of meetings were identified
as some of the most occurring which also endured the largest growth.
The UK’s average board size counts between 9 and 11 persons, and their average age is
53.8 years. The UK’s C-Suite members’ yearly salary averages £134,601 (€147,323). The
Board of Directors’ annual salary is approximately £39,060 (€42,775), while the average
salary for a UK Board Member is £37,866 (€41,477) per year.
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The top industry in the UK, which employs more than 200 workers and whose companies
earn revenues higher than €100 million, are the Travelling and Water Services industries.
Companies with revenues higher than €200 million are residing in the UK’s Management
Consulting industry.
Lastly, the industry in which companies have revenues higher than €1 billion, are the
Financial Services, Insurance and the Oil & Gas industries.
When added together, the total number of companies in the UK with revenues higher than
€100 million and employing more than 200 workers, is 315.
When discussing the decision-makers and people involved in the organization of the board
meetings, in the UK’s landscape of companies with more than 200 employees and over
€100 million in revenue, the company Chairman, CEO and Secretary were identified as the
employees of interest. In the Finance industry - the industry with the highest potential
demand for meeting management software in the UK, the number of Chairman counts 826
persons, 442 CEOs and 1,351 Secretaries.
Some of the UK based events where some of these people can be found and approached
include World Business London, Executive Leadership Development and Inspiring
Leadership Conference among others. Other relevant UK-specific associations are the
Association of Chief Executives, Association of School and College Leaders, The Institute
of Directors and so on.
The Competition analysis included 12 direct competitors and 3 indirect, out of which in
terms of revenue Boardvantage, was acknowledged as the leader, having amassed €3.7
billion in revenue.
The Board Management Software analysis estimated that there is around 263 software
available on the market.
Some of the alternatives to this type of software include traditional paper board packs,
traditional emailing, face-to-face board meetings, as well as tools like Skype, Google
Hangouts, Facetime and so on.
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of this document is to offer actionable and knowledgeable insights into the
meeting management software landscape in the UK, its potential market, as well as an
overview of the other close competitors operating in this SaaS segment.
INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The UK Digital Technology landscape growth is greatly driven by Scaleups – companies
with an average annualized return of at least 20% in the past 3 years and with at least 10
employees at the beginning of the period. Tech Nation’s 2019 Report goes to explain that
investments in the UK’s digital technology sector are led by the Fintech, E-Commerce,
Gaming and SaaS segments.

If it’s assumed that the investment amounts are indicative to the areas where the largest
amount of startup companies emerge, as well as the areas where the biggest contests for
market shares in UK’s Digital Technology market occur, then the FinTech and the ECommerce fields are the most vicious ones.
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With a lesser amount of competition, investments, as well as smaller market share are
the Gaming and SaaS fields in UK’s Digital Technology landscape.
While on the topic of SaaS in the UK, Tech Nations’ report also shares that from all UK
cities, Oxford and Manchester are the top locations for investors interested in investing in
SaaS businesses. Oxford, Los Angeles, and Munich draw comparable levels of SaaS
investment, while Manchester aligns with Toronto and Atlanta in the same sector.
Despite the Digital Technology sector being the driving force of UK’s economic growth,
KPMG’s latest UK Tech Monitor report found that business activity growth for
technology businesses slowed in the final three months of 2018, its slowest rate of growth
since the end of 2015. The information was published by The Telegraph - an online
newspaper, who explained it in their article.
Bernard Brown, vice chair at KPMG UK said that “Our survey reveals that political
uncertainty has dented client confidence contributing to a slowdown in growth at the
end of last year.”
The information available on Diligent’s blog states that the UK is currently the largest
market in Europe for board portals, and there is still potential for significant growth,
according to a study by P&S Market Research. - “Web-based portals are quickly becoming
one of the popular corporate governance gizmos. The advantages of board portals, such as
enhanced board communication with document review capabilities, web conferencing,
labor relation enhancements, easy log-in, video and audio clips sharing capabilities, and
questionnaires functionalities, has increased the market penetration of board portals in
recent years; Moreover, board portals also facilitate document-sharing technology, data
encryption and password protection in an organization,” the study notes.

The research for the Meeting Management Software industry data, included keyword
research, such as “Meeting Management Software/Solutions”, “Board Management
Software/Solutions”, “Board Governance Software” and “Board Portals”, however the
results produced weren’t specific or alluding to statistics regarding the Meeting
Management Software industry in the UK.
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Another approach which included researching the SaaS industry on a more general level
(Meeting Software), then trying to narrow it down towards the Board Member/Room
Meeting Software, also proved unfruitful.
The search for data also included researching the Collaboration Software landscape, which
generally produced lists of collaboration tools and articles on how to improve
team/employee collaboration, which is not relevant to the scope of this research.
The results produced, are generally referring to Event Management Solutions/Software, or
numerous lists of best Board Meeting Software.
The conclusion drawn is that the Meeting Management Software in the UK although it
might not be a relatively new industry (as other Meeting Management Software companies
already offer their solutions in this market), there isn’t enough research, surveys, and
analysis done and available.
That is the main obstacle as to why a more insightful overview of this industry cannot be
performed.

MEETING MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TRENDS
A 2016 research, published on eShare’s website (a board management software provider),
titled “Are companies finally realizing that paper-based board meetings are inefficient and
costly?” showcased that 48% of the respondents (company secretaries at UK-based
businesses) still heavily rely on paper for their board packs (key source of information
for directors prior to a board meeting).
eShare’s inquiry revealed that very few organizations use online board portals, with the
majority of organizations relying on either email or Dropbox to share information around
board meetings.
The Company’s research indicated that UK organizations’ average board pack contains
96.7 pages, organizations count 8.1 directors on the board on average, and hold 7.9
board meetings per year. This equates to around 6,200 pages printed each year, just for
board packs, which can put unnecessary strains on the company’s financials, as well as the
management and safekeeping of all paper documents and minutes.
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A 2018 survey on the Boards of the Future, conducted by the Staffing and Recruiting
Company InterSearch, included a total of 1,056 corporate chairmen and board members
from 55 countries on all populated continents.
Below are some of the more outstanding bits of information the survey uncovered.
According to the respondents, the Digitalization / Digital Committees (52%), Greater
Focus on the Future of the Business, Less on Compliance / Risk / Control Tasks
(38.15%), as well as the Data Privacy and Cyber Crime (34.29%), came on top as the
most significant board trends.

The survey’s results, in regards to the board trends, showcase that the board members are
willing to embrace new technologies and tools which will automate, digitalize and
make them perform their workload with greater ease.
They also expressed their willingness to focus more intently on the growth of their
business, instead of compliance, risks and control tasks.
Another trend highly rated by the survey participants is the demand for complete data
privacy and decreasing cyber-crime practices.
What is also another significant step in the board portals’ evolution, is its cross-platform
compatibility – mobile, tablet and other computing devices, as it is stated in the software
company Passageway’s blog.
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A 2017 Diligent survey conducted on 300 executives holding primary responsibility in
their organizations for the preparation of board materials, further confirmed the findings
showcased in the paragraphs above, while also alluding to another trend, explaining that
the Board Portal technology had been adopted by organizations of all sizes and by the
public sector, private sector and non-profits across virtually every industry.
This insight alludes to the potential penetration of the meeting management software in
numerous other industries and organizations, with a premise that board meetings are
actually being held.
Conclusion:


The responses from the survey emphasize the board’s openness towards new digital
technology and slowly-but-surely abandoning paper-based formats, however, it also
underlines the need to provide the proper education and know-how in order to
efficiently use meeting management solutions.



Compliance, data privacy, and security are the other aspects which should be
continuously improving, adapting and updating, as their significance is
detrimental as to whether a certain meeting management software will be used by a
company’s board or not.



The cross-platform compatibility of any type of software in today’s world is not an
exception, but a rule, therefore any and all features from a board portal solution
should be available and functional on all other types of relevant computing
devices.

TREND AGILE BOARDS OF DIRECTORS
Born in the software industry, the Agile philosophy quickly moved beyond it.
Unsurprisingly, some experts now suggest boards of directors also become Agile.
The article “Agile Boards of Directors: A Fad or the Future?” has a couple of board agility
points worth highlighting:


The Agile value most often applied to boards, is adaptability.



Another Agile principle, which boards are urged to adopt, refers to a shorter
timescale.
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The Manifesto suggests to “build projects around motivated individuals”. The
idea is to give them “the environment and support they need and trust them to get
the job done”. That’s exactly what an effective board does: It selects a capable and
motivated CEO and creates a productive frame for her actions.



Another applicable principle is the one about “maximizing the amount of work not
done”, with the goal to limit the efforts, costs and time teams spend on creating
products.



Agile philosophy also praises self-organizing teams. Each director co-creates
effective boardroom processes by sharing ideas, listening to others and following
the rules. Some boards already implement these good practices, but it would be a
big change for the majority that still relies on the chair to orchestrate everything.



Lastly, numerous boards already follow the principle of team reflection.

With aid from other sources, the most common trends for the agile workplaces in 2019 will
be presented in the following paragraphs:
Advancements in technology innovations - These innovations and many more have
monumentally increased the mobility and productivity of workers all over the world.
Technology that enables an agile workplace to stay productive includes modern
collaboration tools, communications tools like instant messaging, and teleconferencing, as
well as tech that eases the physical implications of an agile environment such as booking
desks or rooms or finding colleagues.
The rapid change in the business environment - The 24-7 news cycle and
communication across the globe at the spark of an electron are forcing companies to react
quickly. For managers and business leaders, this means being able to assemble and form
teams to address these issues without losing speed.
Retiring baby boomers, job hunting millennials - millennials value flexibility: flexible
hours, flexible assignments, flexible work arrangements – factors that are being taken into
consideration when evaluating and eventually selecting an employer. Offering a workplace
where the younger generations can thrive, will both assist in attracting and retaining
employees in an increasingly fierce competition for talent.
Steep prices and unused space - According to research by Global Workplace Analytics,
desk occupancy rates in the UK could be as low as 50%, which means money spent on
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unused workspace could easily be in the ballpark of hundreds of thousands each year.
Money that could lead to better profit margins, or invested elsewhere.
To summarize, there are several reasons why the agile workplace is a trend that is here to
stay. To be able to capitalize on the benefits of an agile workplace there must be
organizational and cultural support, as well as the right technology in place to support and
ease the day-to-day operations.
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
This section of the document will provide a couple of sources wherein greater detail the
legal requirements for SaaS suppliers on the UK market will be presented.
Web Analytics World’s article “Legal requirement when selling SaaS services online”
explains the necessary legal documentation regarding the software providers and their
website, in order to comply with English law.
In brief:


SaaS Agreement

The terms and conditions under which you will be providing SaaS services to
customers should be set out in your SaaS agreement. These should as a minimum
include:
o a license to access the SaaS services only for the term of the agreement;
o retaining ownership in all intellectual property rights in the software and
services;
o return of customer data on termination;
o The Customer’s obligations as a data controller under the Data Protection
Act 2018.


Service Level Agreement (SLA)

This should set out the hosting, support and maintenance services being provided. The
SLA should specify:
o where the data center is located and who is operating it;
o what security, backup and disaster recovery procedures are in place;
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o What support and maintenance services are included?


Privacy Statement



Registration under the Data Protection Act



About Us/Contact Information
o legal name i.e. XYZ Ltd;
o geographical address;
o contact details i.e. telephone number, fax number, and email address;
o which country your business is registered in and the registration number;
o details of any supervisory body which regulates your business i.e. the FSA;
o where you are registered for VAT and your VAT number;
o Clear details of prices and whether or not delivery and/or tax is included.



Compliance with other Laws - You will also need to consider your compliance
with any other applicable laws or rules. These will be industry-specific depending
on the type of SaaS services you are providing.

The German company Bodlelaw stresses these requirements as mandatory in their article,
in order to offer SaaS solutions on UK’s market. They are somewhat similar to the
requirements mentioned in the paragraphs above:


About Us/Contact Information



Registration under the Data Protection Act



Privacy Policy



Cookie Policy



Disabled Access to your Web Site



Trademarks and Logos



Copyright



Online Payment

Recommended Requirements:
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Terms of Use/Disclaimer



Copyright Notice

Lastly, here’s a guide made by the law firm Bird & Bird, which covers in greater lengths
the main legal ramifications of cloud computing and SaaS in the UK. Each of the following
points has a plethora of frequently asked questions, which are answered in the guide
accordingly.
These are the points covered:


Applicable law



Consumer protection



Data protection



Data portability/standardization



The financial sector and the cloud



Intellectual property



International issues



Liability issues



Who owns the data?



Public sector and the cloud



Security issues

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS AND EVENTS
Each country has local organizations that support the existence of other business
organizations and entities. As X entering the UK market it will be good to know some of
the organizations in its industry, which will support its development for building a
network, or partnership.
BASDA - As a UK trade body, BASDA (The Business Application Software Developers
Association) operates through representation and collaboration to ensure that the voice of
the UK business software industry is heard by some of the highest levels within UK
government, policy-makers and industry media.
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The Meetings Industry Association (mia) is the principal association supporting and
growing the business meetings and events industry in the UK, and the keeper of AIM, the
UK’s only recognized quality standard for the meetings industry. They support their
members with research and training and, through a multitude of networking opportunities,
they help them grow and strengthen their business.
Cloud Industry Forum - The Cloud Industry Forum was established in 2009 to provide
transparency through certification to a Code of Practice for credible online Cloud service
providers and to assist end-users in determining core information necessary to enable them
to adopt these services.
According to Crunchbase, X’s 7 direct competitors (Brainloop, Diligent eShare,
Boardvantage, Loomion, Dilitrust, Admincontrol) have a total of 5 conferences in
common, which they all seem to have either visited or plan to visit in the future.
These conferences include:
1. Connect (Chicago and New York) May 2019,
2. ICSC RECon May 2019,
3. ICML June 2019
4. London Tech Week June 2019,
5. Business Angel of the Year June 2019.
Here’s one more US conference visited by Diligent Corporation:


ICMA Annual Conference - ICMA’s 105th Annual Conference with exhibits held
October 20-22, 2019, at the Music City Center in Nashville, TN, is the premier
conference dedicated to local government leadership and management.

Searching for events and tradeshows in the UK, with the keywords “SaaS Trade Shows
UK” the results produced a couple of events which could act as a platform for X to
network as well as promote the company and the meeting management software to
potential clients within UK’s software and cloud landscape.
Here are the shortlisted events:


Cloud Expo Europe – the UK's biggest and best-attended technology event, returns
on 11-12 March 2020 at ExCeL London.
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AI World & Cyber Security 2019 - The primary objective of AI World 2019
conference is to offer a single, comprehensive platform for all those who like to
embrace the empire of the mind and the empire of the technology. It will provide
techno lovers with a wonderful scientific experience as well as a chance to
exchange innovative ideas to drive the future of the world. The event will take
place in London, 14th Nov – 15th November.



Software Design & Development Conference - The world-class experts will gather
to share high-quality technical information and knowledge to professional software
developers and designers. In five days, the participants will explore a wide range of
topics (C# 6.0, Microservices Architecture, AngularJS, Xamarin, Functional
Programming, CQRS, NoSQL, ASP.NET MVC 6, Async Programming, Reactive
Extensions, .NET Architecture, Agile Architecture, Roslyn, Debugging and more)
through 100 in-depth workshops and sessions. The event will take place from the
11th until the 15th of May, London.



London Tech Week – is the biggest, boldest festival of tech bringing together
global innovators and tech enthusiasts to help shape tomorrow’s world. The event
will take place in London from the 10th until the 14th of June.



FinTech Connect - Is where large teams from major financial institutions go to
make informed buying decisions on the latest innovations on the market, and where
fintechs come to accelerate dialogues with digital buyers with responsibility across
digital transformation, payments, financial security, regtech, and blockchain. The
event will take place in London, between the 3rd and 4th of December.



Insight Technology Conference 2019 - new ways to enhance both the customer and
employee experience, effectively manage the evolving workforce and exploit
innovative business models that are being created through digital technology such
as IoT and AI.



The Tech Summit 2019 – Making sense of enterprise technology & driving a better
workforce



Gartner Digital Workplace Summit 2019 - For a business to become truly digital,
they need a digital workplace. And for a digital workplace to occur, they will need
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a digital and agile workforce. Whether you are at the beginning or have a robust
digital workplace program and application, we have invaluable insights for you to
help develop an agile culture and drive growth through your digital business
transformation.


Fireside Summit - Fireside Summit is the UK's first off-grid startup technology
festival, taking place just 5 miles from the city of Bath on Tuesday 3rd &
Wednesday 4th September 2019.
The contents of the summit include:
o ExRobotica for Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, Automation, and Drones
o SavedByTech for Sustainability, Climate Change and Tech for Good
o Tactical Summit for Data, Identity, Security, and Privacy
o Blockercon for Blockchain and Decentralised Business
o Huddle Summit for Networking, Mentoring, and Coaching.
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TARGET MARKET
This part of the document will familiarize the reader with the types of clients potentially
interested in procuring meeting management software. The first part of this segment
presents the statistics and conclusions regarding a target group in the UK specifically.
Secondly, the profile of the UK’s board members will be presented, as to have a clearer
idea of who the actual client is.
Lastly, the LinkedIn research and analysis, which based on the results, will produce the top
3 industries with the largest chance of having a need for meeting management software
solution.
A recent report published by American Express Global Business Travel – a leisure, travel,
and tourism company which included over 700 meetings and events professionals around
the world, provided insight to the percentage of total meetings in some European
countries.

The image above is showcasing that for the UK (as well as the rest of Europe), the
Internal Team Meeting/Training meetings are the most common (27%). The second in
line is the Senior Leadership Meeting/Board Meeting, as well as the Client/Customer
Advisory board (18%) types of meetings.
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What this means is that the Senior Leadership Meetings/Board Meetings are the second
most common types of meetings in UK’s companies, indicative to the vast potential for
meeting management software solutions.

The Meetings Activity Levels graph above showcases that in the UK, the types of meeting
with the largest increase are the Product Launch (1.44%) and the Internal Team
Meeting/Training (1.21%) meetings.
The Senior Leadership Meeting/Board Meetings in the UK are experiencing slower
growth of 0.61%.
The data presented suggests that although the Senior Leadership Meeting/Board Meetings
are the second most common type of meetings held in UK companies, the growth of this
type of meeting is relatively small, 0.61%.
A recent report by Spencer Stuart, a Management Consulting company, provided an
insightful observation on UK’s company boardroom health during the time period from
2017 to 2018. The publication included 150 of the largest companies in the FTSE (The
Financial Times Stock Exchange) rankings and discovered that across the UK the average
number of scheduled board meetings is 7.3, fewer than the 8.8 recorded in 2017, and
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closer to 2016’ figure of 7.7.
If ad hoc meetings are included, the average number of board meetings rises to 8.7. In
the period under review, 31.3% of companies disclosed that they held meetings beyond
the scheduled board meetings.
This data is a solid indicator to the average number of times board meetings in UK
companies are held per year, which further establishes the potential need for digital
solutions which would make conducting these meetings easier and more efficient.
Analysis on an international level showcases that the UK is amongst the European
countries with the smallest amount of boardroom meetings per year, with Russia and
Germany being at the bottom.

In contrast, Italy, Spain, and Finland are the top European countries with the highest
average board meetings per year, 11.2, 11.1 and 10.8 respectively.
Apart from the UK, the statistics are alluding to the other countries with the most
boardroom meetings, which could also open new international opportunities for X’s
meeting management software.
Conclusion:


The Internal Team Meeting/Training types of meeting are amongst the most
frequent in the UK. These types of meetings are also the type of meetings with the
largest growth. X could explore this opportunity and adjust its offering towards
this segment of the meeting industry.
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Judging by the average number of board meetings of European companies, Italy,
Spain and Finland are the countries with the highest chances of needing a board
portal solutions.

UK BOARD MEMBER PROFILE
Since the target market are UK company’s board members, this segment of the research
will offer additional insights about them.
Referring once more to Spencer Stuart’s report, the average board size in the top 150
companies in the FTSE (The Financial Times Stock Exchange) is 10.1. This matches the
average board size in 2017, following several years of small decreases.

The majority of boards consist of 9 to 11 directors. The proportion of boards with 15 or
more directors and 8 or fewer directors grew slightly over 2017.
Judging from the sample of 150 top FTSE companies, the average age of the UK
executive directors, both male and female, is around 53.8 years.

The following segment will introduce the salaries of the C-level employees, as well as the
Board Members in UK’s companies, which can be used for further analysis.
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UK C-SUITE AND BOARD MEMBERS’ SALARY ESTIMATES
For the salary analysis, the website Glassdoor will be used. Glassdoor is a website where
current and former employees anonymously review companies, submit and view salaries.
C-Suite Position

Yearly Salary

Chief Information Officer

£118,902 (€130,161)

Chief Operating Officer

£129,711 (€141,994)

Chief Financial Officer

£134,178 (€146,857)

Chief Executive Officer

£122,955 (€134,646)

Chief Marketing Officer

£167,261 (€183,165)

The yearly average salary of the C-Suite members in the UK is £134,601 (€147,323).
Another job site, similar to Glassdoor called Indeed has more than 50 respondents which
unanimously suggest that the average Board of Directors’ salary in the UK is £39,060
(€42,775) per year, while on the other hand, the average salary for a UK Board Member
is £37,866 (€41,477) per year.
Conclusion:


The average salary for UK’s C-suite members is about 3.5 times higher than the
one the Board Members receive.

POTENTIAL MARKET ANALYSIS
This segment of the research will point out UK’s potential market for X’s meeting
management software, via analyzing and presenting data and statistics about the industries
in the UK with the highest amount of board members, as well as the industries with
companies having the highest revenues.
The analysis will be conducted through two approaches, LinkedIn and Lists of UK
companies with very high revenues. Since LinkedIn is the leading professional network
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in the B2B world, as well as due to its useful filtering features, the bigger part of the
analysis, as well as the deductions will be done through its tool – Sales Navigator.
All of the modern and technologically advanced companies in the Internet era are using
LinkedIn, and are open for new and exciting opportunities and potential collaborations.
According to LinkedIn, there are:


1,047,085 accounts/companies in UK;
o 20,347 accounts/companies with more than 200 employees;
o 118 accounts/companies with annual revenue > €100 million.

If we multiply this potential with €25k per company won, the total value of companies
with more than 200 employees will be €508,675,000.
Or if we multiply this potential of 118 companies with more than €100 million in annual
revenue, with €25k per company won, the total value of the market potential will be
€2,950,000.
Presented in the pages below, are the deductions and results from the analysis of the two
approaches used for establishing X’s potential target market.
LINKEDIN MARKET ANALYSIS – BOARD MEMBERS
The LinkedIn approach includes an estimation of the number of board members in UK
companies with 200 or more employees.
This approach resulted in a total of 21,583 people (Board Members) in the UK which
matched the criteria.
Further analysis through LinkedIn, suggested that the top 5 industries with the most
board members in the UK are:


Financial Services with 1,302 Board Members (764 companies)



Higher Education with 1,252 Board Members (519 companies)



Nonprofit Organization Management with 1,049 Board Members (663 companies)



Hospital & Health Care with 1,022 Board Members (1017 companies)



Management Consulting with 985 Board Members (162 companies)
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An assumption was made regarding the Nonprofit Organization Management industry,
that it wouldn’t be an ideal client for X since organizations in the Nonprofit sector are
usually not financially equipped to meet payments for using a higher-end meeting
management software solution. That’s the reason why the following industry (Hospital &
Health Care) was processed, instead of the Nonprofit Organization Management.
Conclusion:


The analysis above showcases that the top 3 industries in which companies are
employing more than 200 workers are the Financial Services, Higher Education
and the Hospital & Health Care industries.



If we consider the top 3 industries and the number of companies in total 2,300 and
multiply with the average deal size of €25k per company won, the value will be
€57,500,000.

LINKEDIN MARKET ANALYSIS – ANNUAL REVENUE
The other LinkedIn approach is where the UK companies were analyzed through their
annual revenues. This included setting LinkedIn’s Sales Navigator to search for companies
in the UK with annual revenues between €100 - €500 million, €500 million - €1 billion,
and more than €1 billion. These are the results:
Filter

Number of
Companies

€100 – €500 million
15
€500 million
billion
> €1billion

–

€1

89

98

Top 3 industries
• Information Technology and Services (3 Companies)
• Financial Services (2)
• Staffing and Recruiting (1)
• Financial Services (8 Companies)
• Oil & Energy (8)
• Marketing and Advertising (8)
• Oil & Energy (9 Companies)
• Financial Services (8)
• Marketing and Advertising (8)

Conclusion:


It can be seen that the Financial Services industry has the largest number of
companies (18) with revenues greater than €100 million. Following are the Oil &
Energy industry, with 17 companies. The cumulative for the other industries is the
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following: Marketing and Advertising (16), Information Technology and Service
(3) and Staffing and Recruiting (1).


According to LinkedIn, most of the companies are having revenues larger than
€1billion (98), and between the ranges of €500 million – €1 billion (89
companies). It should be noted that the majority of the companies (accounts) are
showing up in both searches, so in order to make a more proper deduction and
leave out the duplicate companies, the initial information of 118 companies
(accounts) will be taken as the assumed number of companies in the UK with
revenues greater than €100 million.



If we consider the number of companies from this approach (118), and multiply it
with the average deal size of €25k per company won, the value will be
€2,950,000.

HIGH REVENUE COMPANIES
The other approach used for identifying companies in the UK with very high revenue
margins involved using already compiled lists of companies earning high revenues. These
lists were obtained from various online sources, showcased in the table below.
Filter

Source

>£15 (€16.6 billion)
billion in revenue

Global Database

Number of
relevant
companies

Industries

>£100
million
(€110,688,500)

Real Business

18

>£100
million
(€110,688,500)

Fast Track

43

>€1 billion

Datantify

10

>£200
million
(€222,488,080)
>$1
billion
(€891,570,000)

Datantify

10

•Financial Services (7 Companies)
•Insurance (6)
•Oil and Gas (5)
•Banking (4)
•Mining (4)
•Travelling (3)
•Civil Engineering (3)
•Food Production (2)
•Water Services
•Fuel Forecourt Operators
•Value Retailers
•Financial services (4)
•Oil and gas (2)
•Management Consulting (2)

Citywire

10

•Financial Services (4)

50
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Conclusion:


Based on the results from the analysis done in the previous section, the UK
industries with companies earning more than £100 million (€110,688,500) in
revenue are mostly scattered throughout the Travelling and Water Services
Industries.



The top industry with companies which earn more than £200 million (€219.01
million) is Management Consulting.



In the segment where UK companies with more than £1 billion (€1.09 million) in
revenue are analyzed, the Financial Services industry comes on top, followed by
the Insurance and the Oil & Gas industries.



When the results from both approaches are combined together, the number of
companies in the UK with more than £100 million in revenue equates to 315
companies in total.

OVERVIEW OF THE TOP 3 LINKEDIN INDUSTRIES
This segment of the research is reserved for briefly showcasing some of the more
important information bits regarding the top 3 LinkedIn industries (Financial Services,
Higher Education and Healthcare), which have the highest potential to provide X with new
clients.
UK’S FINANCIAL SERVICES LANDSCAPE


General Industry Information

In 2017, financial and insurance services contributed £119.1 billion to the UK economy,
6.5% of the total. In 2017, the sector contributed 6.5% of the UK economic output, down
from 9.0% in 2009.


Some of the Financial Service industry’s pain points are showcased on the online
news site - Global Banking & Finance Review. The published article recognizes the
following issues as the main pain points in this industry:
Rank
1
2

Top 10 concerns in financial services
Finding the necessary talent/skills
Tightened regulatory controls

%
49%
42%
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Implementation of new business processes
Training and development of existing employees
Bank recapitalization
Market instability
Finding growth opportunities
Cyber-security
Staff retention
Fintech/new technologies

35%
32%
32%
32%
30%
28%
27%
26%

UK’S HIGHER EDUCATION LANDSCAPE


General Industry Information

According to Wikipedia, the Higher Education Statistics Agency’s (HESA) 2067/2017
statistics, reported that there are around 167 higher education providers in the country.
A 2017 article published by the “THE” – a higher education data provider, states that the
Universities generate £95 billion (€105.7 billion) for the UK’s economy. The analysis
added that universities now generate a larger annual turnover than the UK’s legal
sector, the advertising and marketing sector and air and spacecraft manufacturing.
UK’s National Audit Office’s 2017 report informs that the up-front public funding for
higher education in England, in the form of grants and tuition fee loans, is now over £9
billion (€10 billion) a year, an increase from £6 billion (€6.6 billion) in 2007/08.


Many of the biggest pain points and downfalls for universities are around the lack
of reliable, long-term funding - and one of the most quietly significant moves in
2017 was Oxford University's raising of £750 million (€834,225,000) from a bond
issue, as it’s reported in BBC News’ website.
Another case showcasing UK Universities’ financial woes as a major pain point, is
the University of Reading’s debt of £121 million (€134,588,300). More details can
be found on The Guardian’s website.

UK’S HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE


General Industry Information

Total health spending in England was around £125 billion (€139,072,980,125) in 2017/18
and was expected to rise to over £127 billion (€141,290,201,290) by 2019/20, taking
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inflation into account. Not including the hospitals in the private sector, there are about 168
NHS managed hospitals in England.


A 2018 report from the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries, provides insight into
some of the main issues with the UK Healthcare industry. These are the problems,
listed in no particular order:
o Nearly a decade of underfunding;
o Unmanageable workloads,

leading to stress and burnout

and a

recruitment/retention crisis;
o Culture of blame that discourages openness and learning;
o Lack of investment and training in new technology;
o Lack of clarity surrounding transformation models, such Accountable care
systems;
o An aging population and steep increase in demand for health services;
o Uncertainty from Brexit.

Specific information about each industry’s board meeting and board members’ issues was
hard to come by, therefore general pain points affecting the majority of UK’s board
meetings are showcased in the following paragraphs.
Some of the more commonly found issues in UK companies’ boardroom meetings,
according to TecInteractive’s (a computer hardware company) publication, are:


Finishing the meeting on time,



No decisions are made,



Loud (Dominant) and silent participants on the meeting,



Members who didn’t attend the meeting,



Technology – more specifically, the lack of more updated and modern technology
used during business meetings.
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A couple more issues affecting UK board members were mentioned in a recent Diligent
blog. The points brought up included:


The increased compliance and reputational risks related to data privacy make it
an ongoing issue for Board members,



The cyber threat risk continues to escalate, with recent research indicating that
92% of UK businesses have suffered a cybersecurity breach of some kind in the
past year.



Increased Governance Reporting, compliance, and transparency towards other
companies, shareholders, and stakeholders.

From the data provided in this section of the research document, in terms of the pain
points in these 3 industries (Financial Services, Higher Education, and Hospital & Health
Care) the pain points in general, cannot be directly addressed by X’s meeting
management software.
Events and conferences in the UK which are attracting companies, and people involved in
the IT and software landscape, will be showcased in the following spaces. The aim is to
present X with events which should not be missed and could provide the company with
valuable insights, as well as collaboration and partnership opportunities.
TARGET MARKET’S DECISION-MAKERS & CASE STUDIES
The first approach in determining the people which can directly influence the decision
whether to purchase a specific meeting management software or not will include an inquiry
to identify the people which are closely related to the organization’s executive
management or the preparation of the Boardroom Meetings.
Paul Beare Ltd. - a UK accounting company, wrote on their website that the best practice
for a board meeting is to appoint a chairperson – although it’s not a legal requirement.
This would be the person steering the meetings and making sure that all members of the
board have their input and consideration given. Furthermore, the chairperson is usually
responsible for the creation of the agenda, the directing of the meeting, as well as
reporting the meetings’ decisions.
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Once again relying on LinkedIn’s Sales Navigator, the financial industry in the UK will
be analyzed (since it’s the industry with the greatest client potential for X) with the goal to
identify the number of people in the UK with the job title - Chairman.
There are a total of 826 persons of interest with the title Chairman in the Financial
Services industry in the UK, working in establishments with more than 200 workers. The
top three companies with the most Chairman positions in the UK’s Financial Services
landscape are HSBC (19 Chairman), J.P. Morgan (12) and Financial Conduct Authority
(9).
The second approach includes analysis of the feedback provided by X’s clients, or more
specifically, the roles of the persons who left the feedback. Through this, a glimpse into the
people who are responsible for the direction, or the organization/preparation of the
board meetings could be uncovered.
These persons are usually a company’s CEO or Secretary.
According to LinkedIn’s Search Navigator, the number of CEO’s in the UK’s Financial
Services industry is 442. The top three companies where most of the CEOs are employed
are HSBC (15 CEO’s), Aviva (14) and Barclays (9).
Using a similar methodology in order to establish the number of employees on the
Secretary position, the results indicated that there are a total of 1,315 Secretaries in the
UK’s Financial Services companies, with more than 200 employees. The top three
companies with the most persons employed in this position are HSBC (54) Financial
Conduct Authority (30) and Aon (30).
This analysis points to the places (the companies) where the employees responsible for
boardroom meetings in the UK could potentially be approached with a business proposal.
Another approach in the identification of decision-makers is the use of trade shows and
events within the relevant industries (Financial, Education and Healthcare landscape).
10times – an online event finding platform, has a list of events, tradeshows and
conferences in the Banking & Finance landscape in the UK, which can be used as good
places to meet and approach leaders in this industry and make a business proposition.
Following the Banking & Finance industry’s approach, these are some of the upcoming
events in the UK’s Higher Education landscape, provided by Eventbrite – an online
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platform for finding events and conferences. There’s a good chance that X will be able to
connect with members of the Universities’ boards (board of trustees) and explore potential
business opportunities.
Lastly, following the same steps as the previous two industries, the Healthcare conferences
in the UK, provided by Healthcare Conferences UK offer an ample opportunity to connect
with the healthcare establishment’s leadership and offer the meeting management software.
eMedEvents is another online platform, where events in the Medical and Healthcare
industry can be found.
CASE STUDIES
This part of the document is reserved for showcasing the way the Meeting Management
Software resolved some of the board members’ issues and made the board meetings run
more smoothly and efficiently.
Here is how the meeting management software has helped a couple of organization’s
boardroom meetings:


eShare’s BoardPacks - The Schools of King Edward VI in Birmingham (the
‘Foundation’) oversees ten schools, and there are a lot of meetings that take place
amongst the boards of each organization and the various committees and subcommittees.
The previous approach (physical board packs, which were time-consuming and
costly, the threat of last-minute changes, and all the subsequent re-printing
issues that came with that) was costing approximately £16,600 every year in
printing, postage, and man-hours costs.
Although some of the board members were less keen on technological change than
others, most of the 167 users were able to master the software straight away. Now,
after the solution has been implemented for more than 6 months, every single one
of the 167 users is fully signed up and operational with BoardPacks.



Diligent’s Board Management Software - Before partnering with Diligent, the
Investors Group board faced obstacles due to the inefficiencies of paper-based
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board packs. The sheer volume of paper produced for board packs created a
mountain of challenges for both board directors and board administrators.
Investors Group’s team researched board portal providers, selected 10 vendors and
then requested demos from the top-five solutions, they decided on Diligent.
With Diligent in place, the Investors Group board has seen myriad benefits.
The board is now more engaged, informed and prepared for meetings. Furthermore,
since moving away from paper-based board packs, the board has seen a 75%
decrease in printing costs.
Directors can now make notes on board-related documents, save, print, export,
forward, pose questions and attention marks prior to board meetings.


Azeus Convene assisted Sheffield Children’s NHS Foundation Trust to cut down
paper usage by 48,500 pages through AzeusConvene’s paperless meeting software.
The main driver for switching to Convene was the amount of time and money
Sheffield was spending on printing. The average board pack was 104 pages, with
14 participants and 11 meetings a year. That’s 16,000 pages. Then for the Trust
Executive Group, which has 12 meetings a year, Sheffield was printing another
32,500 pages.



Passageways’ OnBoard helped the already digital-board-using Visions Federal
Credit Union. In 2017 the Union decided they needed a more secure meeting
solution, and decided on OnBoard.
The importance of two-factor authentication and the significance of security in a
board portal became a priority to the Credit Union as they continued to advance
their maturity levels in all domains. It became a top priority to find a product that
offered expanded security.
OnBoard had the fortified security and two-factor authentication that the Credit
Union needed, the ease of use they wanted, and the ability to leverage full-featured
trial before making a commitment.
This led to an easy decision for Visions Federal Credit Union.
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POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIPS
This segment of the document will showcase some of the events, associations as well as
other types of media, which could have a positive impact on X’s business relations in the
UK. The events and associations presented below have the potential to be visited by the
UK’s companies’ board members, or more specifically the board members in the UK’s
Finance, Healthcare, and Higher Education industries. The desired result is X identifying
people and organizations which will support the company in its efforts to expand in the
UK’s meeting management software landscape.
EVENTS


World Business London - a two-day event that brings together thousands of restless
minds united by their passion for business. They come to learn from and be
inspired by some of the world’s most renowned figures from business and beyond –
a blend of content comprised of CEOs, entrepreneurs, innovators, thinkers, artists,
and sportspeople. In a world of information overload, World Business Forum
focuses on the issues most relevant to today’s businesspeople, stimulating new
thinking and inspiring action. It also provides a unique networking environment to
connect with like-minded professionals.



Executive Leadership Development - Executive Leadership Development will help
participants develop their leadership skills, such that they are able to lead different
individuals in different situations, in an optimal manner. Individual, team and group
leaders will be covered, as well as the role that values play when dealing with
others.



CIPD Festival of Work - Whether an HR or L&D professional, or business leader,
the Festival tackles the challenges head-on and equips visitors for the work
revolution. It’s overflowing with inspiration, innovation, and practical solutions to
the challenges right now.



Inspiring Leadership Conference - This is the perfect opportunity for senior leaders
to meet their peer group, share experiences and exchanges views and ideas to take
back to the workplace. Delegates also have unrivaled access to updates on
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technology, products, and services to improve their work environment via the
extensive exhibition.


Mastering Team Leadership Skills - The Mastering Team Leadership Skills covers
all the essential skills necessary to be an effective team leader. There will be
discussions of the special requirements of being a team leader as opposed to a
traditional manager. This EuroMaTech training course will concentrate on all of the
factors essential to the building of a high-performance team.

ASSOCIATIONS


Association of Chief Executives - Association of Chief Executives is an
independent member-led organization, which exists to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the delivery of public services in the United Kingdom. ACE is
open to Chief Executives and Senior Managers of government Executive Agencies,
Trading

Funds,

Non-Departmental

Public

Bodies,

and

Non-Ministerial

Departments. Top managers within related government-funded organizations can
apply for membership but are subject to the approval of the ACE Executive Board.
ACE promotes effective government and provides networking and learning
opportunities for its members.


Independent Higher Education - is the UK membership organization and national
representative body for independent providers of higher education, professional
training, and pathways. They represent leading private universities, alternative
providers, embedded colleges and creative institutes across the private and not-forprofit higher education sector.



Association of School and College Leaders – The ASCL speaks on behalf of
members and acts on behalf of children and young people. ASCL is a leading
professional body representing about 19,000 school and college leaders in all
phases across the UK.



The Institute of Directors - The UK's largest membership organization for business
leaders, providing informative events, professional development courses for selfimprovement, networking and expert advice. The following part will elaborate
more on X’s potential market and its size.
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NEDonBoard - is the professional body for non-executive directors and board
members in the UK. The board is the highest authority in every institution and we
believe exceptional individuals and proper governance ensure organizations
progress and benefit both shareholders as well as society.



The Association of Association Executives (AAE) - supports employees and
officers of membership organizations in their own development and that of the
services, products, and events they provide their own communities. The AAE
provides information, education, advice, guidance, and networking.



Non-Executive Director’s Association - Non-Executive Directors ('NEDs') are
appointed to the boards of organizations to fulfill a number of roles. In particular,
the presence of NEDs is intended to improve board effectiveness and contribute to
better corporate governance. The Non-Executive Directors' Association ('NEDA') is
a member organization established to represent NEDs and to promote and support
their training, education and personal development.

OTHER MEDIA


Health Business - Health Business supports several high profile exhibitions coverage of which is always timed for maximum impact. Regular topics include
ICT, Finance/Funding, Facilities Management, Security, Health & Safety, Catering,
and Energy. Contributors range from government ministers through to top-level
health administrators and association chairs.



National Health Executive - uniquely and directly targets and engages those
responsible for running and developing the UK’s health service, through unique
and thought-provoking news, analysis, reports, and updates on all aspects of the
UK healthcare sector. NHE is the only magazine to have the full attention of the
leaders, decision-makers, and professionals across this important sector.



Health Service Journal - HSJ is aimed at healthcare leaders and is widely read
among managers in the NHS in England. HSJ employs the largest team of expert
healthcare analysts and journalists in the UK. They provide unparalleled news and
analysis on national policy decisions; sector and region of interest.
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The online magazine called Director, which circulated to some 53,000 members of
the Institute of Directors, is a membership organization for individual company
directors in small, medium and large businesses in the UK and continental Europe.
This could prove to be a stepping stone for X enabling the company to seamlessly
engage, network and do business with UK company leaders.



Cloud Industry Forum - The Cloud Industry Forum was established in 2009 to
provide transparency through certification to a Code of Practice for credible online
Cloud service providers and to assist end-users in determining core information
necessary to enable them to adopt these services.



Real Business – the magazine is a main source of inspiration, education, and
collaboration for the owners of fast-growing businesses, from startups to midmarket companies. Real Business provides readers with high profile interviews,
news, insight and industry benchmark reports, as well as a growing stable of events
tailored to SME growth.



Harvard Business Review - Harvard Business Review is the leading destination for
smart management thinking. Harvard Business Review provides professionals
around the world with rigorous insights and best practices to lead themselves and
their organizations more effectively and to make a positive impact.



Bloomberg Businessweek - In addition to news on markets and technology, the
magazine also features beloved opinion columnists who offer fresh takes on a
variety of topics.



FeedSpot’s blog contains a plethora of magazines whose target audience are
company CEO’s:
o CEO Today
o European CEO Magazine
o CEO Magazine
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COMPETITION
COMPETITOR SPREADSHEET SUMMARY
The competition segment of the research is comprised of 15 shortlisted and closely
analyzed board meeting management software providing companies. The first 12
companies are considered a direct competitor to X, and the remaining 3 are a
representation of the indirect competition.
The detailed analysis of the competition can be browsed in the Google Spreadsheet,
available on this link.
These are the surmised findings extrapolated from the Spreadsheet:


Dilitrust is the oldest company, founded in 1995, whereas Samepage is the
youngest, founded in 2017.



Diligent is the company with the highest employee count, employing somewhere
between 501 - 1,000 workers. On the other hand, BoardPaq is the smallest company
in terms of workforce, employing somewhere between 2 -10 workers.



Diligent and Huddle are the companies with the largest number of investors, 5
each.



In general, all competitors are using the freemium business model at the beginning,
and charging fees based on the features the customers want to use in their board
management solution, as well as the number of users. In terms of revenue,
Boardvantage has amassed the largest revenue, totaling $4.2 billion (€3.7 billion) in
2018.



Quip’s solution is the most downloaded solution which enables users to
communicate without emails. Their app has more than 500,000 downloads.



From the available data, more than 16,000 organizations and 650,000 leaders are
reliant on Diligent’s board management solution, which represents the highest
volume of users from all other competitors.



Regarding the users’ ratings, BoardPaq is rated the highest (5.0) on Google Play,
whereas the lowest rating has iDeals Solutions Group’s app, with a 3.4 rating.
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Moving to App Store’s ratings, Pervasent, Inc. is the company with the lowest
rating of 1. In contrast, Azeus Convene has the highest rating of 5 on the storefront.
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF MEETING MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
One available method of determining the number of Meeting Management Software is
through the analysis of the number of similar software available on some of the top
software and app review websites.
Some of these websites include G2 Crowd, Capterra, GetApp, Trust Radius, Software
Advice, and Source Forge among others.
Although some of the meeting management software will eventually appear as duplicates
on some of the other review websites, the total number of software which are described as
Meeting Management Software on all of the aforementioned websites will be added
together, resulting in a general estimation of the total number of Meeting Management
Software.


Software Advice lists a total of 24 Board Management Software.



G2 Crowd’s statistics showcase 78 software belonging under the Board
Management Software category.



Capterra’s search results showcase a total of 41 software available with the Board
Management Software keywords.



GetApp uncovered a total of 36 apps matching the Board Management Software
description.



A total of 22 Board Management Software were identified using Trust Radius’
software searching capabilities.



Source Forge managed to identify a total of 62 Board Management Software.

Once the figures above are added together, a general estimation can be made, that there are
around than 263 Board Management Software available on the market.
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NON-SAAS ALTERNATIVES TO BOARD MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
An older article published by the Corporate Eye Company, in 2017, alludes to a few older
practices of conducting board meetings. These somewhat outdated practices are in a way
an alternative to the more technologically driven board meetings, taking place in today’s
companies.


Board Packs – these are the key sources (in paper format) of information for
directors prior to a board meeting. These board packs normally range from 40 to
more than 500 pages, making the process of compiling documents in difficult
formats way more complicated.



Email – distributing compiled board packs through the Internet can be difficult too.
One of the main concerns is security, and the threat of getting the email accounts
easily hacked. Another concern is the possibility of the email going straight to the
spam folder.



Face – to – face meetings – Although these types of meetings might be less
frequent than the more technology-and-software-backed ones, according to
b2match’s (an Events Services company) blogpost, the face – to –face meetings
make it easier to focus and enable building trust and empathy between the meeting
participants.



Skype - Skype is a telecommunications application that specializes in providing
video chat and voice calls between computers, tablets, mobile devices, the Xbox
One console, and smartwatches via the Internet.



Google Hangouts - Google Hangouts is a communication platform developed by
Google which includes messaging, video chat, and VOIP (Voice Over Internet
Protocol) features.



Facetime - Facetime is a video chat service and app from Apple that makes it
possible to conduct video calls on newer iPhone, iPad, iPod touch and Mac
computers.



Viber - Viber is a cross-platform voice over IP and instant messaging software
application.
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Roundee.io - Roundee is a video conferencing platform designed to help users
maximize online meetings with features on top of video conferencing, such as
recording and transcription. The platform enables users to video record online
meetings and delegate tasks on the spot. Users also don’t have to go through postmeeting minute writing and reviews that are time-intensive and boring. During the
online meeting, users can co-edit minutes so everybody is on the same page.
Roundee even sends the transcription to attendees and other important parties once
the meeting is concluded. Integration with Slack makes it easy for users to upload
minutes and details of the meeting and then make it accessible to other users.
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